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Helping
Hearts Beat.
How an innovative small business
used UPS to bring lifesaving stents
to market.
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In Europe cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) cause nearly one
out of every two deaths, and one out of every three under
the age of 75 1 . Despite this, mortality rates have improved,
with death rates from the two leading forms of CVD,
ischemic heart disease and strokes, dropping roughly by a
third and by a half respectively in recent decades 2.
In 1986 stenting technology (a small tube that is inserted
into a vessel of the human body) was first used to keep a
blood vessel open and ensure continuous blood flow to
the heart muscle. This technology has since been firmly
established as one of the preferred methods for treating a
range of vascular conditions where plaque blocks a blood
vessel due to cholesterol or other substances building up on
the vessel’s walls over time. This buildup restricts the flow of
blood between the heart and the rest of the body,
which if left untreated, can become fatal.
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Calculated based on data in the European Cardiovascular Disease Statistics – 2017 Edition
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The Small Business
with Big Ambitions
Bentley, a German company specializing in covered stents,
was founded in 2009 by two entrepreneurs, Lars Sunnanväder
and Miko Obradovic. Lars had a long track record of successful
start-ups in the medical devices and biotech industries.
Miko had spent years honing his engineering skills at market-leading
medical devices manufacturers. This combination of industry expertise,
entrepreneurial spirit and technical ability gave Bentley a solid footing in
Europe’s medical technology market, in which 95% of companies are smallto-medium enterprises 3.
Bentley released their first covered stent, for coronary arteries, in 2012.
They have since expanded their range of stents, each offered in various
dimensions to allow for more customized patient care. Bentley’s stents
are manufactured with special characteristics, which allow medical
professionals to guide the device easily through the human body and ensure
optimal results. As well as unblocking blood vessels, Bentley’s stents are also
used to treat aneurysms, reinforcing the walls of the blood vessel and cutting
off the flow of blood to the aneurysm to avoid rupture.
What sets stenting procedures apart is that they are minimally invasive.
The whole procedure can take as little as an hour to complete. As hospital
inpatient care accounts for 30% of health expenditure in the EU 4, the quick
turn-around time from stenting procedures can ease that financial burden
on healthcare systems. This small innovation has helped to reduce the
length of a patient’s hospital stay, minimize potential complications and,
most importantly, save lives.
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The European Medical Technology Industry – in figures, 2018
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Cost-Containment Policies in Hospital Expenditure in the European Union, European Commission Discussion Paper, 2016
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The Challenge:

Going Direct-to-Market
with Time Critical Deliveries

In the early years Bentley exclusively used a network of
distributors to supply its stents to hospitals, using numerous
logistics providers. This allowed the company to focus on
developing its product range. In 2016, Bentley decided to
re-evaluate its supply chain. While they had built up solid
partnerships with their distributors in most of their active
markets, they still saw room for optimization of their services.
Bentley therefore decided to move away from a distributor
model and deliver directly to hospitals in three of their key
markets: France, Germany and the UK. Together these make
up 55% of the European medical technology market . Taking
greater control of the supply chain also meant consolidating
volumes to a single logistics provider. Bentley wanted a single
point of contact for its direct-to-market strategy. One that
had an understanding of the unique challenges faced by SMEs
and above all an ability to execute time critical deliveries with
surgical precision.

“We work with life saving products which both the
doctor and the patient count on, being a reliable partner
is key in the clinical outcome and well being of the patient.”
Mar tijn Nug teren, Direc tor of Sales and Marketing , Bentley

The distribution of surgical equipment is not an easy undertaking. Similar to a hip or knee
replacement, stents are available in different sizes, and surgeons cannot always predict
with 100% accuracy which particular model they need during an operation. Furthermore,
before they can use a stent in a procedure, hospitals are required to have back up stents in
stock. This means hospitals need to have a variety of stents at hand and only use what is
necessary before returning any spares. That leaves no room for failure on the side of the
manufacturer when committing to specific delivery times.
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The Solution:

A Fast, Flexible and
Transparent Supply Chain

Exceptional and consistent customer service is the cornerstone of the Bentley
brand promise. The ability to deliver a uniform experience to customers and
respond quickly when an urgent order is required, generates loyalty and is the
foundation for further business growth. Having used a range of logistics providers
in the early years, Bentley was able to make an informed decision on who could
best meet their time-critical needs and offer the best service to their customers.
By choosing UPS as their sole provider for their direct-to-market strategy, Bentley
was able to not only meet the specific requirements of their end customer, the
surgeon at the operating table, but also differentiated themselves through the
fulfilment and aftercare service they offered.

Hospitals could get the products they needed on exactly
the right day and at exactly the right time, thanks to the
UPS Express® suite of time definite services.
Bentley could easily and efficiently process multiple shipments
by using the UPS Worldship® software.
They were also able to make it simple for customers to follow
their orders and provide full transparency through automated
shipment notifications with UPS Quantum View® Manage.
For products that had to be returned, hospitals could easily
prepare and print return labels, with convenient collections
made by UPS drivers.

The combination of these solutions allowed Bentley to make a seamless switch
in their go-to-market strategy, streamlining their supply chain to save money, and
enabling them to nurture customer relationships to build brand loyalty. They have
since rolled out the strategy to Belgium and the Netherlands as well.
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We have worked with UPS since the very
beginning and, despite being a smaller
company, we always receive the support we
need. UPS offers us the speed and reach we
need to serve our customers and they support
us in providing them a frictionless experience.”
Sebastian Bucher t , CEO, Bentley

For Bentley, UPS seemed an obvious choice to support their shift to directto-market distribution back in 2016, and as their business has grown, it’s a
relationship that has stood the test of time. In 2019 Bentley celebrated its 10 year
anniversary. It now supplies hospitals on four continents using a mix of distributor
and direct-to-market distribution models. In the last four years its revenue
and workforce have grown five-fold, with a heavy emphasis on Research and
Development providing a promising pipeline of further product innovations.
Martijn Nugteren reflects on the lasting relationship between Bentley and
UPS over the years, “Our success is not only our products, it is also having them
available, at a specific time, in perfect condition. That’s why we see UPS as a
business partner rather than a service provider.”

Find out how UPS
can help you grow your business:

ups.com/healthcare
ups.com/smallbusiness
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